Processor cores are divided into two categories: fast and power-hungry out-of-order processors, and efficient, but slower in-order processors. To achieve high performance with lowenergy budgets, this proposal aims to deliver out-of-order processing by software (SWOOP) on in-order architectures.
THE SWOOP COMPILER
Contribution: (1) Overcoming dependent loads. SWOOP detects dependent load chains and splits them up into multiple access phases, enabling independent instructions to be scheduled in-between. (2) Handling of unknown memory dependencies. May-aliasing loads are turned into safe prefetches. (3) Balancing of latency and register pressure. SWOOP selectively turns safe loads to prefetches to control register pressure. We transform the code using LLVM in a way similar to DAE. Figure 1 shows the transformation and execution. SWOOP (1) hoists critical loads, (2) creates multiple access phases to maximize separation, (3) turns mayPermission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s).
PACT '16 September 11-15, 2016, Haifa, Israel aliasing loads to prefetches to overcome unknown dependencies, and (4) inserts a ckmiss instruction. On a cache miss in an access phase, the ckmiss will trigger a branch to the next iteration's access phase. We introduce a register remapping technique to ensure that execute phases consume registers of their respective access phases. Figure 2 shows the We compare an in-order core (InO∼Cortex-A7), the SWOOP core (InO with register remapping) and an outof-order core (OoO∼Cortex-A15), and achieve an average improvement of 34% in runtime and a reduction by 23% in energy consumption (not shown) over the InO.
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